Producing events in venues
ranging from multi-million square
foot convention centers to hotel
properties, Edlen has the
experience and know-how to
exceed your expectations.

Whether it’s a high profile event
like the NATO Summit in Chicago
or a national convention, Edlen
possesses the knowledge
required to guarantee a
successful event.

SPECIAL EVENTS
From corporate events, product
launches, gamer tournaments,
concerts, golf tournaments and

SELECTING THE RIGHT PARTNER
An integral part of an event’s success can
be attributed to the expertise and efficiency

temporary utilities to the trade show,

of the temporary utility contractor selected.

Unlike general service contractors who

The utility contractor will not only impact the
exhibitor experience, but most importantly

provide and manage multiple services,
Edlen is a specialist. Our only focus is

the show organizer’s reputation in providing

to excel in meeting our client’s utility

its

needs.

exhibitors

with

the

most

qualified

vendors.

more, Edlen is your utility
solution.

Interesting Edlen Facts
In your quest to partner with an organization
that offers the best value in pricing, while
enhancing the customer service experience,

MEETINGS

no other contractor is as focused or

From complex room sets
requiring hundreds of power

qualified to deliver as Edlen. By utilizing a
contractor that specializes exclusively in

outlets to setting multiple rooms

providing temporary electrical and plumbing

simultaneously, Edlen’s ability to

services, you and

meet critical timelines is

experience the reason show organizers

unparalleled.

convention and special event industry.

your

exhibitors

will

choose to contract directly with Edlen for

As an independent contractor, Edlen works
with over 80 different general service
contractors each year.
Edlen services over 245 convention
properties nationwide including 40 prime
convention centers with up to 2.6 million
square feet of exhibit space.
Edlen has serviced 63 of the nation’s top
200 trade shows, working with the nation’s
largest general service contractors.

their temporary utility needs.
Edlen’s methodology of doing business is
unique in that the only service we provide is

Edlen is the largest independent temporary
utility contractor to the trade show,
convention and special event industry
servicing over 4000 events annually
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